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Outstanding GCSE results
197 Year 11 Coopers students have been celebrating an outstanding set of GCSE results which now
include the new 9-1 grading for the more challenging, “reformed” English Language, English Literature
and mathematics GCSEs. Comparisons cannot reliably be made with previous years because of these
reformed qualification, but we should particularly celebrate a remarkable 83% grades 9-4 in English
(national average 60%) and 71% grades 9-4 in Mathematics (national average 61%). 4% of students
achieved the highest grades, grade 9.
Our sixth form enrolment desk has been extremely busy and we have been able to offer most students
exactly what they wanted as they achieved the entry criteria. We have had over 350 external students
also apply for our limited number of places. Further enrolment will take place on Wednesday 30th
August and Thursday 31st August for internal and external students. If you have any questions please
email mbaker@coopersschool.com.

To highlight a few of our amazing results:
100% gained a C or higher in Chemistry (with 41% achieving an A or A*).
93% gained a C or higher in Biology (with 31% achieving an A or A*)
90% gained a C or higher in Physics (with 41% achieving an A or A*).
100% achieved a Pass or higher in ICT (with 46% achieving a Distinction or Distinction*).
100% achieved a Pass or higher in Sport BTEC.
91% achieved a C or higher in Food Technology.
87% achieved a C or higher in Art.
86% achieved a C or higher in GCSE Drama.
83% achieved a C or higher in GCSE PE.
78% achieved a C or higher in Music.
76% achieved a C or higher in Media.
These are well above national averages.
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There were also excellent results in Further Maths, Business, Geography, Electronics, French, Spanish,
German, Portuguese and Turkish.
There were some incredible performances by individuals listed below, including a number who achieved
the new grade 9 in English/Maths.
Ben Baguley
Freddy Flaherty
Sarah Waddington
Ricky Wong

seven A*A, one Distinction*, one grade 8 in Maths
seven A*A, one Distinction*, one grade 9 in Maths
seven A*A, one Distinction*, two grade 9s in Maths and English
seven A*A, one Distinction*, one grade 9 in Maths

George Dickenson
Louise O’Sullivan
Lily Payne
Lily Girton
Anders Larsson
Netra Shah
Princess Ighedosa
Rosie Frail

six A*A, one Distinction*, one grade 8 in English, one grade 9 in Maths
six A*A, one Distinction*, three grade 8 in English and Maths
six A*A, one grade 8 in Maths
five A*A, one Distinction*, one grade 8 in Maths
five A*A, one Distinction*, one grade 8 in Maths
five A*A, one grade 8 in Maths
four A*A, one Distinction*
three A*A, one Distinction*, two grade 9 in English

I am absolutely thrilled with these outstanding results. The students and staff worked so hard to
achieve them. Congratulations to all.
Shirley Puxty
Principal

